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ABOUT US.
Sports Coach are located near London and are recognised as the world’s leading 
manufacturer, of Golf Simulators. Formed in 1992 the company constantly manufacturers 
and develops, its own hardware and software. 

Regularly updating the simulation software, the course library and the detection software 
technology, with free of charge downloads to its clients, via its FTP site. It has been voted the 
world’s most advanced golf simulator, which is constantly updated by its programming team. 

Sports Coach is represented in the UK, Europe, Far East, Middle East, USA, Canada, 
Australasia, Japan and South America.

PLAY GSX SIMULATOR VIDEO PLAY SPORTS SIMULATOR VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zypogUSTas&t=39s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PMhb-pWt9cc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zypogUSTas&t=39s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykxEMvJKkQQ


RETURN OF INVESTMENT.
Sports Coach Simulators are especially designed to generate the maximum income, 
for clients 12 months of the year. Game play and virtual practise is popular out of season, 
whilst the teaching and contests are popular during the golf season. 

By having the HD Sports Simulator along with the Sports Coach Golf Simulator, will ensure 
large revenues all year round for sports fans as well as golfers, wishing to play and 
practise on the Simulator.  





REALISM.
GSX High Definition Graphics, bring a new meaning to the word “Realism.” Never before have 
golf courses been re-produced, so accurately that it’s difficult to separate the real course, 
from the simulated course. The 3.5D Rendering is of such high quality, that objects such as 
buildings, trees, plants, fauna, grasses, water reflections are complete realistic representations 
of the original.

Playing conditions are as real too with the green speeds, matching the green stimp speed. 
Choosing the same weather conditions, will set the rain or wind which not only moves the 
leaves in the trees, it sways the bushes and even the long grass.



HD SUPER SURROUND FEATURES.
HD GSX Surround Software

HD Surround Sports Software with 

11 Sports

41 GSX Golf Courses

586 Sports Venues 

GSX Virtual Range

GSX Virtual Chip

Real Putting

Nearest to Pin

Longest Drive

USB  3.0 Camera Technology

x3 HD Projectors

Surround Projection Strike Screen

Surround PVC Cage



MEASURED ACCURACY.
The GSX Golf Simulator is the world’s most accurate ball flight detection system. 
The Super Speed USB 3.0 Cameras accurately measure the golf ball for 3m of ball flight and 
the golf club for 0.5m before impact, from two separate 90 degree angles. Displaying after 
each shot extremely accurate measured performance data for ball speed, club speed, swing 
path, horizontal launch angle, club face angle, vertical launch angle, back spin and side spin.

Enabling very realistic calculated performance data for carry, distance, roll, elevation, shot 
height and hit factor. Ball Flight is so accurate that every type of golf shot is very realistically 
represented, such as fades, slices, draws, hooks, straight and even shanked shots. 



COMPONENTS SUPPLIED.
GSX Surround Software with Arcadia Ranch 
& 40 Course GSX Package A.
Surround Sports Software - 11 Sports & 
586 Venues.
Super Speed USB 3.0 Camera Technology.
i5 Computer System, Keyboard, Mouse & 
Computer Cabinet.
x3 HD Projector.
GSX Tournaments.
GSX Virtual Ranges.
3 Golf Mats.
Grassed Flooring 30m2.
IR Lighting System (4 Lights).
Surround PVC Cage and Canvas Screen.
Steel Framework and Turnbuckles.



GOLF COURSE LIBRARY.
The Sports Coach GSX Golf Course Library is the most comprehensive library of its kind 
worldwide. Working closely with prestigious organisations such as the PGA Tour, European 
Tour, the R & A, the PGA, the PGA of America and the US Golf Association ensures the 
continual expansion and enhancement of our courses which include the majority of famous 
tournament courses used for the Open Championship, US Open Championship, 
PGA Championship, PGA Tour, European Tour, Ryder Cup and the Solheim Cup.

Any Golf Course can be recreated ideal for Golf Academies, who wish to give their members                  
on-course lessons within the clubhouse. 

Click here to see Full Course Listing Online

http://www.sports-coach.com/courses


40 GSX COURSES - PACKAGE A.
Aa Saint Omer, Aronimink, Autumn Hills, Big Sur, Birds Foot, Burrangarra, Congress, 
Conway Farms, Cranberry Highlands,  Dallas National, East Pond, Fire, Georgia, Hazel, 
Innisbrook, Interlarchen, Kensington, Kildare Ryder, Las Colinas, Ledge Rock, Lone Wolf, 
Medinah, Monterey Beach, Montour, Old Head, Olympic, Plainfield, Portrush, Quarry Ridge, 
Redstone, Royal Downe, Royal Kings, Royal Southport, Sewickley, Sunningdale, Torrey South. 
Turnberry, Victoria Pines, Village Links, Virtues. 

Click here to see Full Course Details Online

http://www.sports-coach.com/gsxcourses


VIRTUAL CONTESTS.
Competitions have never been easy to setup and run, using any of our featured simulated 
courses. Using Par 3’s for the nearest the pin contests, any shot hitting the green is 
automatically reverse replayed. 

Longest drive contests on Par 4’s and Par 5’s which are also automatic replayed, when hitting 
the fairway over 200 yards. 



GSX VIRTUAL RANGE.
Virtual Ranges are designed to give golfers the perfect practice facility, on the driving range. 
Giving golfers and professionals the ability to practice and fully analyse shot performance, 
from their driver. This data is utilised to improve swing technique, allowing golfer to discover 
how far they are currently hitting each club in their bag, saving them a lot of shots around the 
course.



GSX VIRTUAL CHIP.
GSX Virtual Chip gives players access to this unique practice facility. This enables golfers to 
analyse all important aspects of their approach play, by practising the full array of shots.  
Such as full pitch shots, flop shots, bunker shots and chip and run shots, whether those shots 
are played from the fairway, semi rough, rough, long grass or over water.



INSTALLATIONS.
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